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Softwarepark Hagenberg
FACTORS FOR SUCCESS

Smart synergy
• Synergy of research, education 
  and business
• International and national
  projects/collaborations
• Constant innovation and 
  continuous progress
• Information Security Hub

Quality of life
• State-of-the-art technology with 
  a picturesque natural environment
• Modern office and laboratory 
  spaces, seminar rooms and 
  apartments
• Proximity to Linz city centre
• No congestion or parking problems
• A wide range of leisure facilities
• Friendly atmosphere



Human ressources
• Invaluable human 
  resources from the most 
  diverse areas of IT
• Close connections with 
  schools and universities
• Highly qualified students 
  and graduates
• Promotion of youth 
  development
• Internal application 
  distribution list for students

Strong partners
• Network events
• Active exchange
• Project strategy
• Joint marketing and 
  press relations
• Softwarepark Hagenberg brand
• Strategic planning and 
  developmentFound - Grow - Expand 

• Dynamic environment - 
  co-working spaces, offices
  and building land 
• Continuous development  
  and expansion



Softwarepark Hagenberg
PIONEERS & TRAILBLAZERS

Softwarepark Hagenberg is a research, education and business location. As a spin-
off of Johannes Kepler University (JKU) Linz, it was founded by Univ. Prof. Dr. Bruno 
Buchberger, and contributes significantly to innovation in Upper Austria.

The Softwarepark is distinguished by its state-of-the-art infrastructure, as well as a 
diverse network of experienced industry experts, young creative people and students 
who are eager for knowledge. This synergy in particular is a major part of the recipe for 
success.

As a location for constant innovation and continuous progress in the software field, 
Softwarepark Hagenberg is an ideal environment for regional and interregional IT 
projects. The strong umbrella brand Softwarepark Hagenberg and the dynamic network 
of research, education and business make Softwarepark Hagenberg a unique location 
full of opportunities that creates space for visions.

Amongst other things this lived synergy is visible througout the Softwarepark Hagenberg 
event series. Focused on the annual theme, scientific topics are presented, explained and 
discussed together with well-known IT experts.



Factors for success
FOR CONSTANT INNOVATION & CONTINUOUS PROGRESS

Softwarepark Hagenberg is a communication and meeting hub, where people work, 
research, teach, learn and live.

The fusion of state-of-the-art technology with a picturesque natural environment and 
the combination of historic and contemporary architecture in a natural setting mean 
that it is an amazing place to live and study.

This lends Softwarepark Hagenberg a special quality and creates a working and living 
environment for future generations today.
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your networking site
WHERE IDEAS TURN INTO SUCCESS

Softwarepark Hagenberg

Softwarepark 32
4232 Hagenberg
Austria

Tel.: +43-7236-3343 0

office@softwarepark-hagenberg.com
www.softwarepark-hagenberg.com


